
Candidate Marks Report
Series : 6 2018
This candidate's script has been assessed using On-Screen Marking. The marks are therefore
not shown on the script itself, but are summarised in the table below.

Centre No : Assessment Code : H481
Candidate No : Component Code : 01
Candidate Name :

Total Marks : 36 / 66

In the table below ‘Total Mark’ records the mark scored by this candidate.
‘Max Mark’ records the Maximum Mark available for the question.

Paper: H481/01

Paper
Total:

36 / 66

Question Total
Mark

/ Max
Mark

Used
In

Total
1a NR / 8
1bi NR / 2
1bii NR / 4
1c NR / 3
1d AO1 NR / 8
1d AO2 NR / 8
2a 6 / 8
2bi 2 / 2
2bii 0 / 4
2c 0 / 3
2d AO1 7 / 8
2d AO2 7 / 8
3a NR / 8
3bi NR / 2
3bii NR / 4
3c NR / 3
3d AO1 NR / 8
3d AO2 NR / 8
4ai 1 / 4
4aii 2 / 3
4b 7 / 10
4c AO1 2 / 8
4c AO2 2 / 8

























Off Page Comments

Item Name Comment
4c AO2 A basic assessment of the effects of deforestation and farming on

the water and carbon cycles of a tropical rainforest Some of the
examples given are incorrect or confused L1 2 marks

2bii Noting of credit here
4b As AO1 and AO2 are marked as a single level SEEN can be

used rather than having to identify AO1 and AO2 separately
Demonstrates a fairly comprehensive knowledge and
understanding of how feedback loops affect the carbon cycle
Applies this knowledge to explain how feedback loops affect the
processes and stores within the cycle Gives a balanced view of
both positive and negative cycles L3 7 marks

2a L3 6 marks This answer is quite thorough Knows that a system
has inputs, processes and out puts and discusses dynamic
equilibrium and the fact that a glacier is an open system They
also know that different glaciers have different inputs, depending
on their location

4ai (tick) more total precipitation leads to more run off in the South
East

2d AO1 All annotations can be made on 1d AO1 page PLC - used to
show place specific content Demonstrates comprehensive
knowledge and understanding, with correct place specific content
Knows about the erosive power of the ice sheet, due to thickness
Knows how the geology of the PLC including differential
resistance and hence erosion Knows the effect of climate on
glacial movement Knows that climatic conditions which allowed
the growth and retreat of the ice sheet – which led to the erosion
of the landscape Level 3 7 marks

2c Discusses and Arete - which is an erosional landform The
question is about a lateral moriane which is a depositional
landform So nothing creditable - as flows would be different for
the two different landforms

2d AO2 Demonstrates comprehensive application of knowledge and
understanding Shows an understanding of the erosive power of
the ice sheet and the landforms that were both created by the ice
sheet and that have not been affected by it in comparison
Discusses the landforms created due to the geology of the PLC
Understands that new landforms are created and, that they can
show the extent of the influence of the ice sheet Level 3 7 marks

4aii (Tick) difficulty reading the scale (Tick) doesn't allow you to see
variations within a region

4c AO1 A basic description of the effects of deforestation and farming on
the water and carbon cycles of a tropical rainforest, with some
place specific examples, but these and some of the points made
by the candidate are vague or inaccurate L1 2 marks

2bi Correct Answer (tick) Working (DEV)




